PHARMACOS S.r.l.

Young and dynamic Pharmacos is a manufacturing company specialized in the creation,
development and production of cosmetic makeup: powders, lipsticks, lip gloss, colored emulsions
(foundation, mascara, eye liner), poured, baked and hybrid products.

OUR BEST SELLER PRODUCTS

3D METAL EYESHADOW
Cream-to-powder “long lasting” eye shadow, easy to apply with an immediate release of color for
a full "foil finish" effect. The perfect balance between pearls and pigments melts in an innovative
blend of resins, waxes and an oil, that helps the water resistance by forming a thin film but very
intense, also helps the yield of pearls and pigments, it gives to the product a striking
multidimensional weightless finish on the eyelid. The W&D use, allows to create different effects
customizing the intensity of the pearls. The wet use enhances the foil effect and makes the
product ideal also for use as eye liners. The accurate research of our laboratory allowed to find the
right combination between the existing formulation an innovative wax compound with a good
affinity with the skin, that allowed to achieve the product pressed. A unique composition
comfortable, with a very high spreadability and longer playtime. The texture has proved also to
have a very good water resistance.

NEW VERSION “SCARABEO”
The upgrade for the new season of our 3D Metal is the new 3D Scarabeo, the extreme
pigmentation and payoff of the 3D texture meet new dual chrome reflections made more intense
by the use of a dark base in contrast to the luminosity of special pearls.
Metallic eye shadow featured from a deep intense black base and multi-reflex pearls that allows to
create unprecedent refined dramatic look. Wet use is suggested to emphasizes the pearl reflex
and the color intensity, perfectly even film that creates a “frosty dark color” for a new smoky
finish!

